
An Animal and the Bee (nouns)

1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Noun

4. Family Member

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Body Part

8. Body Part

9. Adjective

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Noun

13. Noun

14. Noun

15. Noun

16. Verb - Base Form

17. Family Member

18. Noun

19. Body Part

20. Noun

21. Noun

22. Noun's

23. Noun
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24. Noun

25. Family Member

26. Noun

27. Noun's

28. Noun

29. Noun

30. Family Member



An Animal and the Bee (nouns)

There was a Noun and a bee, the first lived in a Noun , and the second lived on a

Noun . The bear was very hungry and the bee lost his Family member . When they woke up, they

both started to smell the yummy Noun of honey from far away. The Noun stretched its

Body part and the bee stretched its Body part , and off they went to look for the source of that

Adjective smell. Following the smell, the Noun kept hearing Noun flapping, while the

bee kept hearing a Noun sniffing. They were afraid that someone was following them, so they started to

sneak through the Noun . The whole time, the Noun did not know that he was beside the bee,

and the bee did not know that he was beside the Noun . When they arrived at the honey they saw a hive.

The bear thought, "Time to Verb - Base Form !" and the bee thought, "Here is my Family member !" 

and they both rushed for the hive. The Noun stuck his Body part into it but because the bee was

faster, the Noun ended up putting the bee into his mouth, too. But then the hive woke up and started to

attack the Noun . But the bear was so happy with his honey that he did not notice the stings. Well, the

bee wanted to come out of the Noun's mouth and say "Hi," so he stung the Noun from inside

and the Noun finally screamed "Ouch!" and started to run away. "Finally," though the bee as he started

to fly out to meet his Family member , but when the bear screamed the bee got caught in some

Noun around the Noun's mouth. In the end, the Noun lost his Noun of honey

and the bee lost his Family member , again.
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